
 

JOB OFFER  Nº02343     February 1, 2016 to February 12, 2016 

 

ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY ENGINEER 

Faculty of Engineering, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

  

Summary of the research project 

INTERDISCIPLINARY INSTITUTE FOT TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION (3IT) 

3IT.NANO LABORATORY 

The researchers of 3IT.nano, located in the Interdisciplinary Institute for Technological Innovation 
(3IT) at the Universite de Sherbrooke, are working in the field of fabrication and characterization 
of structures and devices ranging from micrometer to nanometer in size. The 3IT.nano has an 
advanced infrastructure and is installed in a 450 m2 of clean room- where the dust level in the air 
is strictly controlled. Fabricated structures and components have applications, especially in the 
field of next-generation electronics, photonics, telecommunications, MEMS and bioengineering. 

The Laboratory 3IT.nano is also directly associated with the Laboratory of Nanotechnologies 
Nanosystems (LN2), International Joint Unit (CNRS UMI3463), based in 3IT. The 3IT.nano has 
developed a history of over 20 years and is funded by a combination of funds (NSERC, FQRNT) and 
infrastructure support (NCE-CECR Universite de Sherbrooke). 

 

Function 

The engineer is responsible for the operation of electronic devices, including scanning electrons 
and ion microscopes; ensure software and hardware updates, solve problems coming from the 
electronic system or communication interfaces. 

The engineer must also operate electron microscopes and support users in their use and in the 
development of new imaging and nanolithography techniques. 

General responsibilities 

1. Maintain in working order various electronics system, including software updates and hardware 
upgrades. 

2. Design and implement changes to the various electronic devices in order to increase capacity 
and update then when the original electronics is no longer available. 

Specific responsibilities 



1. Train clean rooms users on scanning electrons/ions microscopy and electrons beam 
lithography. 

2. Perform and develop micro- and nanofabrication processes, especially linked to electrons/ions 
beam lithography 

3. Contribute to the commissioning of new equipment, including ion lithography system and 
qualification of new processes. 

4. Perform various analyzes, write technical reports and procedures. 

5. Participate in the day to day clean rooms operation, including various monitoring activities. 

6. Perform other tasks as assigned by the responsible. 

 

Researcher responsible 

Professor Dominique Drouin, ing. Ph. D. 

Interdisciplinary Institute for Technological Innovation (3IT) 

 

Qualification Requirements 

• Bachelor's degree (engineering degree equivalent) in electrical engineering or a related field to 
electronics. 

  

Experience 

• Good experience in maintenance of complex electronic systems and communication systems. 

• Demonstrate excellent ability of oral and written communication. 

Full-time employment, thirty-five (35) hours per week. 

 

To apply  

https://www.sofe.usherbrooke.ca/sofe-
service/f?p=103:40:27779461194740::NO:RP,40:P40_T_PAGPREV,P40_T_OFFCLEINT:113,31682 
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